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See you in Indianapolis, National FFA! We’re on our way, and we can’t wait to get set up for convention. #CanWeWillIFFA #RushCASNR
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Curious to see what we're doing at National FFA Convention in real time? Follow Oklahoma State University on Snapchat (@okstateuj) - we'll be taking over their account on Thursday!

If you'll be at convention this week, be sure to use our Snapchat filter at our booth! #CanWeWillIFFA #RushCASNR
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Welcome, FFA members! We can't wait to spend the next three days getting to tell you about our #CASNRFamily! #ICareWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
Pistol Pete loves CASNR and he loves FFA! If you're at National FFA Convention, be sure to use our Snapchat filter at our booth! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
Oklahoma State College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Joelle Futrell, an OSU Agricultural Education, Communications & Leadership graduate student and former National FFA Organization officer, found her second home in CASNR. If you're at National FFA Convention and are looking for a graduate program, come see us at the CASNR booth! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR #CASNRFamily

National FFA Convention 2017 - Joelle Futrell
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You will know a school is right for you when it feels like home. Stanley Gaffrey, a former Delaware FFA Association member, studies agricultural communications at Oklahoma State University. He found his home in Stillwater nearly 1,400 miles from his hometown of Middletown, Delaware, and has never looked back. #CanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR #CASNRFamily
Choosing Oklahoma State University was a natural decision for agribusiness senior and former Oklahoma FFA Association member Megan DeVuyst, and the strength of the #CASNRFamily further solidified her choice. Whether you come from a small town or a big city, you can find your place in our family. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
Congratulations, Piper! 😁. We couldn’t be more proud. What a way to cap off a great week at convention! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR #CASNRFamily

The 2017-18 National FFA Officer Team, elected at the 90th National FFA Convention & Expo:

- National FFA President: Breanna Holbert, California FFA
- National ...
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It's hard to believe it's been a week since we were at National FFA Convention! The OK State CASNR Ambassadors put in a lot of hard work last week, but it was all worth it! We're counting down the days until we can go back. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
Piper Merritt, an @OSUAgEcon sophomore, is running for a @NationalFFA office this week at convention. Best of luck! okla.st/2i0Gm9v

Join us for CASNR’s 3MT contests Oct. 23-24 with finals on Oct. 25! All three nights of competition begin at 6 p.m. in 201 FAPC.

It’s that time of year again! We’re headed to Indianapolis! We can’t wait to be at @NationalFFA Convention again. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 24 Oct 2017
Unpacking our @NationalFFA booth like... #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 24 Oct 2017
Follow @okstate on Snapchat to watch our takeover on Thursday at @NationalFFA convention! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 26 Oct 2017
We’re taking over @okstate’s Snapchat today! Give them a follow to tune in. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 25 Oct 2017
Don’t forget to follow @okstate on Snapchat to watch all of our National FFA shenanigans tomorrow! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 25 Oct 2017
#DYK CASNR awards $1.4 million in scholarships every year? Don’t let expenses keep you from considering @okstate. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 25 Oct 2017
Today is our first official day at @NationalFFA Convention! We’ll be here until Friday. Come see us! #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 27 Oct 2017
Are you thinking of joining the #CASNRFamily? Check out what some former FFA members & current students have to say. okla.st/2zDLiWB

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 27 Oct 2017
Much like FFA, CASNR believes in the importance of hands-on learning. Find a full list of our 16 majors here: okla.st/2hX3x0T

OSU CASNR @OSUCASNR · 26 Oct 2017
When you realize @okstate is your dream school. #ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
Can we go back to @NationalFFA Convention? We had a blast in Indianapolis!
#ICanWeWillFFA #RushCASNR
osucasnr Oklahoma State College of Agricultural...

osucasnr Just about 8 hours stand between us and one of our favorite events of the year! We're headed to Indianapolis for @nationalffa Convention - are you attending this year?

osucasnr

#okstate #osu #oklahoma #stillwater
#stillwaterok #stillwateroklahoma
#RushCASNR #CASNRFamily
#ICanWeWillFFA #NationalFFA #Indianapolis
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osucasnr Indiana Convention Center

osucasnr It's showtime at @nationalffa Convention! Stop by our booth and we'll tell you about our favorite place.
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#okstate #osu #oklahoma #stillwater
#stillwaterok #stillwateroklahoma
#RushCASNR #CASNRFamily
#ICanWeWillFFA #NationalFFA #Indianapolis
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BEST FRIEND
masonmar10 @halliembarnes is
important
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there too facilitating a leadership workshop
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osucasnr Science and hands-on experience are two values that the @okstate College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources shares with FFA. Dawson Haworth, a biochemistry and molecular biology freshman, found his place in CASNR from his participation in the FFA Agriscience Fair.  

#okstate #osu #oklahoma #stillwater #stillwaterok #stillwateroklahoma #RushCASNR #CASNRFamily #ICanWeWillFFA #NationalFFA #Indianapolis
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His agricultural education instructors inspired Jorge Gonzalez to become a teacher himself. Jorge was drawn to OSU by the reputation CASNR has for agricultural education and the similarities the college had to his time in FFA.
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Keep Your *Passion*, Change Your *Colors*

We are so glad to have met you during the National FFA Convention! We hope you enjoyed talking to students from Oklahoma State University’s *College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources* (CASNR) and learning about life as an OSU Cowboy!

OSU and FFA share several core principles including service, personal growth and friendship. Like FFA, CASNR believes in the value of a hands-on education and the importance of a well-rounded student experience. With **16 majors and 52 study options**, plus more than 60 student organizations, there’s a place for you in CASNR!

> “As I moved forward and started looking at schools, I wanted one that provided the family that FFA provided for me, and OSU had that. It has a really unique community and family atmosphere in addition to the academic provision.”

Joanelle Futrell, Agriculture Education
Daviess County, Kentucky
Former National FFA Eastern Region Vice President

Feel free to contact us at 405-744-9464 or casnr@okstate.edu with your questions. We look forward to helping you become part of the CASNR family!

---
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